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Who is Lord Lanto? 

 

Lord Lanto is an Ascended Master of the highest degree, a chohan [overseer] of the 

2nd Ray of Wisdom and has had many lifetimes in Chinese history. He has this 

amazing connection to the 3-fold flame of Love Power and Wisdom. You will notice 

in the picture of the 3-fold flame that the wisdom is situated in the centre as this 

indicates balance of all aspects. Love, the Pink ray on the left and Power, the Blue ray 

on the right, with the Wisdom of both represented by the Yellow in the centre.  

 

When we raise our vibration spiritually, we could possibly sense or see the 

Yellow/Gold ray emanating from his heart, his desire, is to offer Eastern wisdom to 

Western minds. Lord Lanto is so dedicated in bringing forward this wisdom in every 

human heart that he feels he stands more of a chance whilst working with spiritual 

teachers that are working on higher levels of spiritual knowledge and wisdom, such 

as Rahanni and our connection to the 5th Dimensional frequencies of Love and 

Light.  

 

Lord Lanto is helping every individual to attain and hold higher levels of spiritual 

understanding. This blessed Light is so powerful and loving, so my Rahanni 

Practitioners and Teachers learn to work with him, invite him in to your life and tell 

him you are happy to have him at your side during your healing sessions.  

 

You will get to know his vibration as he tends to stand behind you when you are 

healing, directing the flow of healing Light from his expanded heart centre, through 

your heart centre to that of the clients. You may feel your heart expanding whilst this 

is occurring, especially if you are quite sensitive, but please don’t worry if it takes a 

while to feel the connection. Please don’t try to rush anything, just be in the moment. 

Just look at the picture of Lord Lanto with his hand on his heart centre offering this 

beautiful healing vibration via your heart towards your client.  

 

I usually say; ‘I call Lord Lanto to stand behind me now, let me feel your love and 

Divine healing Light flow through me for the highest good of my client’. I am sure in 

time you will feel his vibration and how he will work with you.  
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Not only does this expand the heart centre, but will bring forward the wisdom 

required at that time. I hope you will allow Lord Lanto to work alongside of you, 

helping to expand the 3-fold flame within your heart and that of your client’s.  

 


